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What is Systematic Supervision?

Systematic Supervision is a method of supervising students and physical spaces that will:

  Help decrease problem behavior

  Increase student cooperation

  Make your job less stressful and more fun

Systematic Supervision is based on research that has identified what 
works well when supervising students in school common areas such 
as hallways, cafeterias, libraries and other areas where students are 
making transitions 

Systematic Supervision provides training in specific skills that help middle-school  supervisors:

  Understand and work effectively with middle-school students 

  Monitor and interact effectively with students 

  Respond appropriately to problem behaviors

  Foster respect, responsibility, and safety at school

These skills include:

  Being active so that supervisors know what is going on in the areas they are supervising. Where are students and 
what are they doing? 

   Being positive so that supervisors and students establish good relationships. This encourages students to be 
cooperative and engaged.

   Responding appropriately to problem behavior. This means addressing the behavior with an individual student 
without getting distracted from supervising the group.

  Communicating with other staff, and with students and parents. Communicating regularly with everyone builds 
consistency and trust, and fosters cooperation.

An Overview of Systematic Supervision Skills

Systematic Supervision is a method of supervising students 
in school common areas like hallways. 
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Be Active

What does it mean to be an active supervisor? Being active means:

  Moving around constantly in unpredictable, randomized patterns so you can see where students are and what 
they are doing

   Scanning with your eyes and ears so you notice positive behaviors and potential problems right away

When supervisors move and scan, they:

  Are more involved with students 

  Are more able to encourage positive behavior

  Can step in early to prevent problem behaviors 
from getting worse

By being active, you become an engaged, involved 
supervisor. Students recognize and appreciate this 
involvement. In turn, they also become more engaged  
and cooperative.

““It feels good when 
teachers call you 
by name instead 
of ‘you,’ and it feels 
like they want to 
get to know you.

How to Move

The purpose of moving is to bring supervisors into contact with lots of students and to give the impression that 
supervisors are everywhere, or that one could pop up anywhere at any time. 

To give the impression that you are everywhere:

  Move around constantly; don’t stand in one spot

   Move in unpredictable, random patterns; don’t use the same route every day 
but do have a plan for getting to all areas  

  Target known problem areas and students regularly

Moving constantly and coming into contact with lots of students encourages  
students to be responsible because: 

  They know that a supervisor could pop up at any time

   There are more opportunities for supervisors to acknowledge students 
who are being cooperative and responsible

Standing in one place prevents 
supervisors from monitoring students.
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How to Scan

The purpose of scanning is to increase the information supervisors have about what is happening in the common areas 
they are supervising.  

Watching and listening carefully as you move gives you important information that might be missed otherwise. For 
example, a student standing next to another student near the lockers might not appear to be doing anything wrong. 
But if you watch and listen carefully, you might notice that one of the students looks scared, or that the student speaking 
is using a threatening voice.

To gather useful information while you scan with your eyes and ears:

  Look for cues in students’ behavior and in their voices

  Watch and listen for appropriate and inappropriate behavior 

  Use the information you gather to increase opportunities for 
positive contact with students

Scanning means using your eyes and ears to 
watch and listen for both appropriate and 
inappropriate behavior.

Planning for Being Active

1.  Circle problem spots on your school map and discuss strategies with other staff for actively supervising these areas.

2.  How can you use moving and scanning skills to improve your awareness of both positive and negative behaviors? 

3.  How can you use moving and scanning skills to increase positive contacts with students?
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Being Positive

What does it mean to be a positive supervisor? Being a positive supervisor means:

  Creating a friendly atmosphere by being friendly and open yourself

  Making an effort to connect with individual students and with students in groups

  Reinforcing students when their behavior is appropriate by acknowledging it and letting students know you ap-
preciate it. Behaving appropriately means being helpful, respectful, responsible, friendly, etc. 

Why is it important to be positive? Research shows that having positive contact with students increases appropriate 
behavior and decreases inappropriate behavior. It is actually easier to get students to be cooperative and to follow 
rules by focusing on what they do right, rather than on what they do wrong. Research also shows that focusing on 
inappropriate or problem behavior actually makes it happen more often.

Guidelines for Connecting with Students

Guidelines for Giving Positive Reinforcement

To connect with students:

  Be friendly, open and helpful

   Direct general, positive comments toward students—individual students, and particularly to groups of students. 
(How’s it going? You look like you’re enjoying yourselves. Hey, great game last night.)

  Have frequent, positive interactions with groups of students 

  Don’t tie positive comments and interactions to specific behavior 

  Use students’ names  

To give positive reinforcement:

  Tie the reinforcement to specific behavior

   Acknowledge or express appreciation for specific 
helpful, appropriate, or constructive behavior

  Give the reinforcement as soon as possible after 
the behavior 

  Get all staff involved so students get consistent 
messages  

When staff acknowlege helpful or appropriate 
behavior, students feel valued and appreciated.
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Use the 4 to 1 Rule to Increase Positives

Connecting with students and giving positive reinforcement:

  Improves relationships between students and staff members

  Increases constructive, appropriate behavior

  Decreases problem and inappropriate behavior

Research shows that having many more positive interactions than corrective or negative interactions with students gets 
the best results. The more positives, the better! 

A Good Rule of Thumb for Getting Started

Have at least four positive interactions with students for every one corrective or negative interaction. 

Tools for Being Positive with Students

Being positive can be as simple as smiling and using words and phrases that let students know you appreciate them. Try 
some from this list and see how it goes:

Way to go! • Well done! • Beautiful work! • Dynamite! • You brighten my day • Super job! • Fantastic job!  

Looking good! • Terrific! • Now you’ve got it! • Awesome! • Outstanding! • I appreciate that! 

Can you think of other words or phrases that will make students feel recognized and appreciated? There are nonverbal 
ways to express appreciation too, like giving a student a high-five.

Keeping track of positive comments and interactions is a good way to increase them. Keep track of and compare 
your interactions with students over several days by dividing a sheet of paper into two columns and noting all positive 
interactions/comments on one side, and all corrective or negative interactions/comments on the other side. Total the 
notations on each side to see how you’re doing.  

What kinds of changes have you noticed in students as you’ve increased your positive interactions with them? 

What kinds of changes have you noticed in your own attitudes and behavior?
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Respond to Problems

Even with the Systematic Supervision approach, supervisors will have to deal with some students whose behavior is 
uncooperative or difficult.

To deal with students who are behaving in an uncooperative or difficult manner:

  Respond to the problem behavior immediately or as soon as possible

  Take the student aside to speak privately

  Speak respectfully and don’t argue or be critical

  Focus on the student’s behavior at the time. Don’t bring up past incidents or other problem behaviors or 
attitudes of the student’s.

  Use a consistent approach that has been worked out in team meetings

  Don’t take anything the student says or does personally. Remember, middle school is a transitional time for 
students who are learning about how their new, wider world works.

Procedure for Responding to Problems

The chart below provides useful guidelines for responding effectively to problem behaviors.

Problem Occurs: 
Define problem 
and give a 
direction, a 
correction and/or 
a predetermined 
consequence

Student is 
uncooperative 

Redirect and 
give the student  
a choice

Student is 
uncooperative

Apply the two-minute 
rule: refer the student to 

another setting

Student is  
cooperative

Acknowledge  
student  

by giving 
thanks,  

praise, etc.

The student is 
cooperative. Speak privately and respectfully  

to students when dealing  
with problem behavior.

The Two-Minute Rule

What Is the Two-Minute Rule?
The two-minute rule says that if a supervisor cannot resolve a problem with a student in about two minutes, the 
supervisor should refer the student to another setting.

Why Use the Two-Minute Rule?
Supervisors in charge of common areas are responsible for all the students. It’s not safe for a supervisor to become so 
involved with one student that he or she is not aware of what is going on in the group. The two-minute rule is used to 
prevent an unsafe situation from developing. 
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How to Use the Two-Minute Rule
To use the two-minute rule effectively, schools need to establish someone, or several staff people, who are 
responsible for handling situations when a student is referred by a supervisor. Often, students are referred to 
a counselor or an administrator. For the two-minute referral rule to work, all staff need to know where to refer 
students. 

When to Use the Two-Minute Rule
If a supervisor uses the “Procedure for Responding to Problems” (see previous page) and the problem situation with 
a student is not resolved in about two minutes, the supervisor should refer the student to another staff member or 
setting. Remember to calmly and respectfully give the student the choice to cooperate or be referred. If the student 
chooses not to cooperate, calmly follow through.

Planning for Responding to Problems

1.  Describe the kinds of problem behaviors you have to deal with most often in your school common areas?

2.  When a student is displaying problem behavior, how do you find yourself getting engaged in ways that do not help 
resolve the situation (power struggles, arguing, talking about side issues, etc.)?

3.  How can you use the procedure on the previous page and the two-minute rule to improve your responses?

4.  What is your school plan for how and where to refer an uncooperative student?
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Watch List

Behavior Log

Common Area Behavior Log

Staff ID Priod beginning  Ending

Name/Grade

Name/Grade

Past Behavior (brief account) 

Day/Date

Past consequences (brief account)

Problem Behavior, Consequence, Notable Circumstances
(e.g., other students, etc.)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A form from the Institute on Violence and Destructive Behavior, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR
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Communicate

Communication is a key ingredient in creating a safe, respectful and responsible school environment.  
Good communication: 

  Helps everyone feel appreciated and respected

   Ensures that rules, expectations, reinforcement procedures and consequences are clear and consistent

  Creates a sense of unity and teamwork between people at school (students, parents and staff)

  Remember the 4:1 Rule here as well 

Communicating with Students

Good communication with students fosters cooperation and engagement. When students know and understand the 
rules, and are treated respectfully by staff, they will usually choose to behave safely, respectfully, and responsibly. Ensure 
that students know what the rules and expectations are by:

  Teaching/discussing them regularly

  Providing them in student handbooks

  Posting them on walls and other public spots

Communicating with Parents

Communicate with parents on a regular basis about what is expected of students at school. Parents who understand the 
school goal of creating a safe, responsible and respectful atmosphere can support the school’s efforts at home. Parents 
who understand school rules and expectations can talk about them with their children and also support these school 
goals at home. 

To build this bridge between school and home, involve parents in school activities and communicate with them 
regularly by: 

  Sharing positive things their child does

   Inviting them to participate in and volunteer at school activities

  Sponsoring parent events and meetings

  Sending newsletters, announcements and other kinds of communications home with students

  Posting school rules on the school website
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Communicating with Each Other

Communication between staff members is a key ingredient in ensuring that Systematic Supervision is used school 
wide. When staff share information about their experiences, they can coordinate their efforts so that students get 
consistent messages. 

Information can be shared in a variety of ways, including:

  Staff meetings where staff at all levels have an opportunity to share experiences and contribute ideas and 
solutions 

  Informal contact when staff communicate with and help each other while supervising 

  Use of data collection forms, such as behavior logs, to document student behavior

Planning for Effective Communication

1.  What is your school plan for communicating rules and expectations regularly to students?

2.  Discuss how your supervisory skills can benefit from formal and informal communication with other staff members.

Staff meetings are a good place 
to share experiences, ideas and 
solutions.

Share important information  
about student behavior  
throughout the day.
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How to Fill Out a Behavior Log

Common Area Behavior Log
Staff ID   Period Beginning   Ending  

Watch List

Name/Grade Past behavior (brief description) Past consequence (brief description)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Name/Grade Day/Date
Problem Behavior—Consequence—Notable Circumstances  
(e.g., other students, etc.)

Your name When you were  
supervising

Students, behaviors 
and consequences 

to watch for

Documentation 
of specific student 
behaviors during 
your supervising 

period

Find the full-size Student 
Behavior Log in Module 5  
of the Systematic Supervision: 
High School program 
on irisEd.com.

Sample description of  
behavior and consequences 

10/12, 10:30, class break – 
S. Brakus loitering at stairs. Asked in 
friendly way who he was waiting for. 

S. laughed and went to class. 
10/12, First lunch break – Sue & 
Manuel disrupting cafeteria line. 

Asked them to step to back of line to 
discuss. They agreed to stop.
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Use the checklist below to evaluate how you are doing.

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

SCALE   1=not at all  2=seldom  3=about half  4=often  5=constantly

Active Supervision Features  Check appropriate circle

1. I move through all areas that are under supervision.

2. I achieve close proximity with most students present in the total area being 
supervised.

3. I scan more distant parts of area while supervising.

4. I initiate prosocial contact with students engaged in appropriate behaviors.

5. I have more positive interactions with students than corrective, instructional, 
or negative interactions (4 to 1).

6. I consistently uses a system of positive reinforcement for acknowledging 
appropriate student behavior.

7. I know and teach/reteach common area behavioral rules and expectations to 
all students several times a year (2 or more).

8. I correct or provide consequences for inappropriate student behavior quickly 
and consistently.

9. I use a calm, controlled, business-like, and respectful tone when correcting 
inappropriate student behavior.

10. I recognize and acknowledge student cooperation when student is 
compliant during the correction of an inappropriate behavior.

11. I use a behavior log to record and share information concerning problem 
behaviors and what was done to correct them.

12. I attend regularly scheduled supervisor team meetings to discuss  
behavior and behavioral issues, and plan interventions and supports  
with my colleagues.

Name

Systematic Supervision Checklist - Check Yourself Date
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